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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Low-Latency MapReduce
By
Xiaoran Li
Master of Thesis in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
University of California, Irvine, 2019
Professor Zhiying Wang, Chair
We investigate the problem of MapReduce and coded MapReduce. MapReduce is a program-
ming model for the website search engine. It has three phases: Map, Shuﬄe, and Reduce.
Even though it is an extensively used tool for distributed computing, the communication
time involved in the shuﬄe phase can be a bottleneck for the overall system delay. Coded
MapReduce was recently proposed that trades replicated computation for shorter communi-
cation. In this thesis, we formally define the model and algorithm of MapReduce and coded
MapReduce. Moreover, we implement them with identical Map and Reduce functions. The
communication time and the overall system time is analyzed theoretically and measured
experimentally. Finally, as an example, reverse indexing is implemented under MapReduce
and coded MapReduce framework. We analyze and measure the delay performance for this
case as well. We find that when each Map computation task is replicated twice, the coded
MapReduce scheme is almost twice as fast as the naive MapReduce scheme.
viii
Chapter 1
Introduction
The programming model designed in 2004 named as MapReduce enables the distributed
processing for large amount of datasets on a cluster of commodity servers [6]. As we are
living in a network society, everything is based on the computer. We expect immediate
results once we enter a word in the Google search bar. To save time when they are traveling
and waiting in a line for the cashier, people start shopping online. Therefore, companies like
Alibaba, Amazon, eBay become popular due to their high convenience. The main reason
why people have chosen online shopping is that they do not need to wait for a long time and
wait for their order delivered to their homes. The server for those online markets they use
is called distributed file system. In 2003, Google developed the first distributed file system
named global file system (GFS)[2] by using MapReduce. Three years later, another company,
Oracle, developed a software named Hadoop[1]. Based on Hadoop they created the second
distributed file system called Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Another idea of the
distributed file system is called Ceph, the idea was designed at the same year of 2006 [7].
Each distributed file system works in different areas, but the core of those distributed file
systems is MapReduce. MapReduce is well designed in the HDFS, used in Amazon Web
Services and then developed in the Ceph system later in industry. One of the main reasons
1
of the popularity of MapReduce is it provides a convenient programming framework for
distributed computing. For example, it automatically handles server failures, as well as the
distribution of input files and the computation tasks among the servers.
MapReduce, by its name, includes two computation steps which are mapping and reducing;
In between these two computation steps, data is exchanged among the servers, called the
Shuﬄe phase. Mapping is to find a way to uniformly distribute stored files into different
users. After files are mapped into different users, these stored filed are sent (shuﬄed) to
receiver users, so that the Reduce step can be performed at the receiver.
Word counting is one of the most commonly used example for MapReduce [6]. Consider
a book with 12 chapters, and we are interested in obtaining the number of occurrences of
letters A, B, C, D in the book. Assume that we have 4 servers to complete this task. We
assign 3 chapters to each server in the beginning. In the Map phase, each server counts
the numbers of appearances of A, B, C, D in the assigned chapters, respectively. In the
Shuﬄe phase, the counts of letter A are transmitted to server 1. The counts of letter B are
transmitted to Server 2, and so on. Each server receives 3 counts from the other servers
regarding its letter, and it also has 1 count from its own computation in the Map phase. In
the Reduce phase, server 1 aggregates the counted numbers and gives the overall number of
occurrences of letter A. And similarly each of the other letters is aggregated at one of the
servers. The MapReduce framework makes it easy to write the computation application. In
particular, one only needs to program the Map function (counting the letters in the assigned
chapters), and the Reduce function (aggregation of the letters from different chapters). The
assignment of the tasks to available servers, the shuﬄe phase, and the handling of possible
server failures are all done invisibly to the application.
However, the shuﬄe phase may correspond to a large communication delay, which drastically
affect the overall speed of MapReduce. As a result, the coded MapReduce was proposed.
The coded MapReduce is a way to communicate the information from one user to others[2].
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The communication time is very important due to the speed of the search engine[5]. The
idea of coded MapReduce is inspired by the result of cache network[8]. To reduce overall
delay, it is important to design an efficient shuﬄe phase algorithm. Key idea: trade compu-
tation for communication. Each original file is replicated in r servers, and the Map phase is
thus computed r times compared to the original naive MapReduce. As an advantage, the
communication time in the shuﬄe phase can be improved by a large factor, depending on r,
using ideas similar to index coding. Another important assumption is that, the server can
broadcast or multicast to many other servers. Under this assumption, the communication
cost for multicast a file is the same as unicast. In particular, we assume that to transmit a
file to multiple users takes the same time (or obeys the same distribution) as to transmit to
a single user. Under such assumption, the coded MapReduce scheme allows several receivers
to decode their desired file in just one transmission. Hence the overall communication cost
is substantially reduced.
For example, We have three servers named as server 1, server 2 and server 3. The server 1
contains all the information that server 2 and server 3 want. If server 2 wants file A and
server 3 wants file B because server 2 contains file B and server 3 contains file A. Then both
servers as receiver request server 1 as transmitter to send file A and file B to them. The
naive scheme is server 1(transmitter) based on other servers needs and sends a different file
to both server 2(receiver) and server 3(receiver). The request files are different from both
servers. Server 1(transmitter) needs to send the file one by one. If the single file transfer
cost t unit of time, the naive scheme would cost 2t for total file transfer. Instead of transfer
two different files the coded scheme only need to transfer one file, by doing A ⊕ B where ⊕
means ′XOR′ for file A and file B. After compress the file then send the new file to the server
2 and the server 3. The server 2 and the server 3 can decode the new file by using what they
already have. The server 1(transmitter) transferred one file to both server 2(receiver) and
server 3(receiver). The communication cost is t time which is half time of the naive scheme.
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This thesis focuses on two schemes of shuﬄing: the naive scheme and the coded scheme
with r = 2. The naive scheme is to send the file one by one, as in the original MapReduce
framework. The coded scheme, as explained above, is to combine two files into one file and
send the file simultaneously to the users who need the file. After the new users receive the
combined file, they will decode the receiving file to get the file they have expected to receive.
MapReduce is applied in many different areas, such as word counting, GPS coordinates. In
particular, the reverse index is an important one because it is essential in search engines.
Define reverse index first finds all the source links and it’s target links in a domain. Then
reverse links from (source, target) to (target, source). By using the MapReduce method to
transfer the file which contains links information to different users by their request. As an
illustration of coded MapReduce, we will investigate the coded reverse index problem, and
measure the corresponding performance.
The MapReduce of distributed storage will be more thoroughly in Chapter 2. The summary
of communication cost for MapReduce through different communication parameter is stated
in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 explains the detail about how to accomplish the reverse index
problem and summary the result in Chapter 5 for different communication parameters.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary and future directions.
4
Chapter 2
MapReduce and Coded MapReduce
The MapReduce programming model designed by the Google engineer Jeff Dean for multiple
purpose of website search engine[2]. The MapReduce has three phases: Map, Shuﬄe, and
Reduce. In this chapter we implemented our own program based on the Coded MapReduce
paper[6] which inspired from the cache network[8].
2.1 Problem Setting
In this section, we explain the phases of naive(MapReduce) scheme and coded MapReduce
scheme. In particular, for the case of r = 2 replication factor of each Map task, we explain
the number of files to be transferred during the Shuﬄe phase.
We start by describing the last phase, Reduce phase. Let Q be the number of Reduce
functions to be computed, which corresponds to the number of final results. In this work,
we assume that Q = N . Each server is responsible to compute Q/N = 1 Reduce functions.
Now we move to the first phase, Map phase. The input data is first split into many files, to
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be assigned to the servers. In the Map phase, a map computation is performed at the server
for each of its input files, resulting in the output of Q intermediate files. Each intermediate
file is used for one reduce function in the last phase.
In the Shuﬄe phase, the intermediate files are communicated between the servers. In par-
ticular, server i desires all the intermediate files related to its reduce function.
The key in the coded MapReduce is that, each input file is replicated in r = 2 servers.
As a result, the Map phase has twice the computation load, but through index coding and
multicast, the Shuﬄe phase takes only half the communication time, compared to the naive
MapReduce. Some details of the phases and choices of parameters are explained below.
2.1.1 Step 1: Map.
To start the MapReduce execution, the very first step is to have a master split the input data
into files among the available N servers. We set the total amount of files to be N2(N − 1).
We assume that each file is replicated in two servers. The file assignment is symmetric
among the servers. Thus each server has exactly 2N(N − 1) files. Namely, each server
needs to perform 2N(N − 1) Map tasks. Note that in our implementation, each Map task
is replicated twice in the naive scheme and the coded scheme. However, a different naive
implementation can be made such that only one Map task is performed for each input file.
The corresponding communication cost would be different from our implementation, and is
left as a further direction.
2.1.2 Step 2: Shuﬄe.
The server needs to obtain intermediate files related to its own Reduce function. Note that
each server already has cached 2N(N−1) desired intermediate files from its Map phase, and
6
the total number of intermediate files is N2(N − 1) The total amount of file for transfer is
shown in the equation 2.1.
ftotal = N
2(N − 1)− 2N(N − 1) = (N − 1)(N2 − 2N) (2.1)
From the equation 2.1, the total amount of file is waiting for transfer. For the naive scheme
each user will transfer a total amount of (N − 1)(N − 2) files. For the coded scheme, each
transmission corresponds to two desired intermediate files at two receivers, respectively. Thus
we will transfer a total amount of
(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
files as expected. The equation can be
written as (2.2)
M =

N(N − 1) Naive
N(N − 1)
2
Coded
(2.2)
2.1.3 Step 3: Reduce.
The focus on reducing task is to evaluate the final output in a distributed fashion, from the
intermediate files. In our formulation, we assume that the number of Reduce functions is
Q = N . Thus, each server outputs 1 final result.
2.2 Implementation
As the primary goal of this research, the transmission time is very important. Hadoop is well
designed for MapReduce and easy to transmit all files to the destination, but finishing the
transmission does not mean the ability to control each transmission time. Moreover, it does
not allow the control of the shuﬄe phase. In particular, one cannot determine which Reduce
jobs are performed at which receiver servers. However, as explained, in coded MapReduce,
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we need to have precise control the transmission process in terms of the transmitters and
receivers. As a result, a new python implementation of MapReduce is developed from the
scratch and the simulation is performed on one local machine.
2.2.1 File Creator
Assume there are multiple users in this design where subfiles(N) are sufficiently large. N is
a variable depending on the need. The goal is then to find the relation between the overall
delay of different amount of users and the delay for a single user.
Assume the four users are searching on websites to find what they need. Through the
equation 2.1 it is known that the total amount of files for transfer is 24. First generate
N(N − 1) files and store them into the master. Set Filename A=α β γ θ for all the filename
in the master folder where file A is located at folder α,A(map1), and folder β,A(map2). The
range of α, β is [1, 2, 3, · · ·N ]. γ represents the copy of the file A(copy), so the range of γ is
[1, 2]. θ in the filename stands for the folder expected to receive the file from folder α and
folder β denoted as A(reduce). Thus θ has the same range as α and β.
Because the file is stored at two different locations, the file needs to have
(
N
2
)
. For each file,
two copies with N types are needed. Thus, the master server needs to create
(
N
2
) ×2 × N
files.
2.2.2 Mapping
Assume
(
H=gN
pN
)
for some integers g. The master controller partitions the subfiles into
(
N
pN
)
equal-sized subsets, where each subset contains g unique subsets, called subfiles. For the
motivating example, Q = N = 4, pN = 2, thus we have g = 2. Every 2 servers are assigned
2 unique category.
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2.2.3 Map Tasks Execution
Desire to have same amount of files in each user. Thus, after map tasks are assigned, each
server starts to map all of its assigned subfiles simultaneously. Assume that the times the
N servers spend mapping their assigned subfiles are i.i.d. across servers and subfiles. Thus
the probability that any subset of rN servers in a finished mapping Subfile n by the end of
Map tasks execution. Before proceeding the reduce tasks define an important quantity Hu
where Hu ∈ {1, 2, 3, · · · , k}.
Naive Scheme
During the shuﬄing phase, for the naive scheme each server(folder) contains (N − 1)(N2 −
2N) = 24 files if there are 4 users. Each of the files is shared by different servers. After
the shuﬄing phase each folder should contain (N − 1)(N2 − 2N) + (N − 1)(N − 2) = 30
files including the file not deleted in the server. The reason why there are 6 increased files
is because the original folder has H × N files, where H = 6 and N = 4. The total amount
of files is N2(N − 1) = 48. Thus, we can find Htotal = 12. For each of the transfer, we are
assuming the model based on long distance travels. The communication cost from one server
to another server for each file is 0.1 second.
Coded Scheme
Similar to condition in the naive scheme, all the servers in the coded scheme initially transfer
a total amount of (N − 1)(N2 − 2N) = 24 files. During the shuﬄing phase, each server first
creates additional M =
(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
files which are the combination for mutil-servers
request called encoding. After the encoding steps, each server transfers those files into two
new servers. The new servers should receive H amount of new files from different users. All
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the received file can be decode at each server and generate the dream files which are another
H amount of new files, then added to the list called this step as decoding.
2.2.4 Data Shuﬄing(Encoding)
This section will discuss in detail how the files are transferred from one user to another user.
Assume there are two files named file A and file B. File A is named as α β γ θ, knowing
that in general α 6= β 6= θ and γ = 1 or γ = 2. Section 2.2.1 has shown that file A exists
at location α and location β. Another file B is named as α θ γ β and located at location α
and location θ.
For the naive scheme each server will check the last part of the filename. Thus file A will
transfer to location θ and file B will transfer to location β and both of them will be transferred
from locationα.
Unlike the naive scheme, the coded scheme will not use brute force to transfer the file. In
the coded scheme, both file A and file B are stored at location A. First, compare the value
of β and θ. If θ > β, then create a new file named as B A(α θ γ β α β γ θ). Otherwise,
the filename will become A B(α β γ θ α θ γ β). Name the new filename as file C, and
then use brute force to transfer the file C to locationβ and location θ and each transfer cost
is 0.1 seconds. The naive scheme will spend 0.1 second per file as the coded scheme, but
the coded scheme has a fewer amount of files to transfer. Thus, as shown in the result, the
communication cost of the coded scheme should be half of that of the naive scheme.
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2.2.5 Data Shuﬄing(Decoding)
The naive scheme uses brute force to transfer files, regardless of the decoding process. By
comparison, the coded scheme needs the decoding process because the coded scheme does
not use brute force method to transfer files. In this process, user β and user θ receive file
C from userα. As mentioned in section 2.2.1 file C is located at both locations. So for file
A located at userβ also located at userα. Luckily, the user β wants the last bit is β. After
receiving file C, user β can decode file C by using file A to get file B through the ′XOR′
method.
2.3 Algorithm
This section will talk about the algorithm implemented for the MapReduce problem. As
mentioned previously. MapReduce has three steps file creating, mapping, encoding, and
decoding, but in the actual implementation, we have another step called ”shuﬄe” showed
in the figure 2.2. This step is the key step that to generate all the possible pairs for the
filename to use for the encoding and decoding which save lots of waiting time to find the file
name to do encoding and decoding.
The first steps as known are the file creating which describe more in section 2.2.1. This step,
based on the total amount of user(N) ,worker num in the figure 2.4, to create N2(N − 1)
amount of files.
Then based on the filename send all the files to different user location as expected. The
pseudo code mentioned in the figure 2.2.
After all the pre-process finished, the encoding for the two schemes will have different pseudo
code as showed in figure 2.4 for coded scheme and figure 2.3 for naive scheme. For the both
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Figure 2.1: Based on section 2.2.1, this is the the process for file creating
Figure 2.2: This is filename generator to help encoding and decoding to find the name of
the file
scheme mentioned in section 2.2.3.
Figure 2.3: Based on section 2.2.3, this is the the process for the encoding steps’ naive scheme
As known that for MapReduce the coded scheme need the decoding process which described
more in section 2.2.5. The algorithm stated in the figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.4: Based on section 2.2.3, this is the the process for the encoding steps’ naive scheme
Figure 2.5: Based on section 2.2.5, this is the the process for the decoding
13
Chapter 3
Communication Cost Analysis for
MapReduce
In this chapter, we measure the different condition via communication parameter changes.
From Chapter 2, the expectation of the result of communication cost for coded MapReduce
is half of the cost for MapReduce for the case of r = 2 replication factors of each Map task.
The simulation is performed on the local machine. As a further direction, to simulate real
condition one can potentially use amazon EC2[6] or add time delay in the program and run
locally. Amazon EC2 can give a real feedback of the condition for the file transfer, but
chosen time delay on the local machine can change the time various via different condition
and the reduce the unknown condition. For the experiment the less condition changes the
easier we can get a result. In our simulation, we use the pause function of python to
emulate the communication time between computation nodes. Local pause time is chosen to
be fixed time, exponential distribution, or uniform distribution. Moreover, to emulate the
constant overhead that may occur during communication, we also simulated with the pause
time to be a constant plus a exponential or uniform random variable, which are called the
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practical exponential distribution and the practical uniform distribution, respectively. For
each condition, we set the mean pause time as 0.1 second/file. We measured the average
communication cost, and the maximum communication cost among the transmitters. The
maximum communication cost represents the overall system time spent on communications.
We denote by i the server (transmitter) index and j the index of the file given a server. To
complete the experiment three random variables are in the list of consideration which are
single file transfer time (Xij), total file transfer time for a single user (Yi), overall transmission
time (Ymax). Moreover, we consider the expectation of the file transfer time for each user
(EYi), and the expectation of file transfer time for all the users (EYmax). As stated, the
random variable Xij are chosen to be constant, exponential, and uniform, respectively. The
mean is set to be
EXij = 0.1. (3.1)
The relation between Yi and # users showed in the (3.2). The meaning of the Yi is for each
file from a user cost Yi seconds:
Yi =
N∑
j=1
Xij. (3.2)
Overall, having N files to transmit at transmitter i. The expression for the overall commu-
nication time among the users can be expressed as (3.3),
Ymax = max{Y1, Y2, · · · , YN}. (3.3)
In order to evaluate the performance, we consider the expectation of the average and the
overall communication time. The expectation of the communication time for user i can be
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presented in the (3.4).
EYi = NE(Xij). (3.4)
The expectation of the total amount of communication time can be represented as (3.5).
EYmax =
∫ ∞
−∞
x× fYmax(x)dx (3.5)
Here fYmax is the probability density function of Ymax. We note the following relation:
fYmax =P ((Xmax < x)) = 1− P (X(n) > x)
=P (X1 < x, · · ·Xn < x)
=P (X1 < x) · · ·P (Xn < x)
=Ymax(x)
n
3.1 Fixed Communication Time
In our fist setup, the communication time is set to be the constant 0.1 seconds for each
file. For table 3.1 and table 3.2 are the result of the naive scheme and coded scheme for
MapReduce problem. The first row of the table which lead by #users means N servers(users)
are handling the problem of MapReduce. The second row #files/user stands for how many
files that each user will transfer to other users. The row of EYi stands for the theoretical value
of the communication cost via the total amount of file will do the transfer work for each user.
The row for EYmax is based (3.5) to find the maximum of communication cost for different
amount of users. Next row is for every user when dealing with file transfer how would take
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for N users. the last row is for the server which did longest time. We choose the number of
users to be from 4 to 10. For a given number of users, the experiment is done for 350 times,
and the measured result is averaged over these times. By viewing the tables, we can find the
theoretical communication cost for naive is twice as coded scheme. EYi = EYmax when the
pause time is fixed. After measured the actual condition the coded scheme is twice as naive
scheme as well. Thus we draw the plot as showed below figure 3.1 where compared between
the naive scheme and coded scheme. The figure 3.1a is the comparison graph between naive
scheme and coded scheme for every user how long it cost for the communication. The
figure 3.1b is the overall time comparison between naive scheme and coded scheme. As
result, the ratio between naive scheme and coded scheme is 1.85. Because computer has
threshold so the communication cost does not reach the factor of two.
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 6 12 20 30 42 56 72
EYi 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
EYmax 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
Measured avg. time/user 0.6 1.21 2.05 3.09 4.31 5.76 7.39
Measured avg. overall time 0.61 1.23 2.07 3.1 4.34 5.78 7.42
Table 3.1: Naive Scheme fix time condition for MapReduce.
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 3 6 10 15 21 28 36
EYi 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
EYmax 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
Measured avg. time/user 0.32 0.65 1.09 1.63 2.31 3.08 4
Measured avg. time/user with decoding 0.32 0.65 1.09 1.63 2.31 3.08 4
Measured avg. overall time 0.33 0.66 1.1 1.65 2.33 3.12 4.05
Measured avg. overall time with decoding 0.34 0.7 1.17 1.78 2.53 3.42 4.45
Table 3.2: Coded Scheme fix time condition for MapReduce
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(a) Measured avg. time/user (b) Measured avg. overall time
Figure 3.1: Fixed Pause time(0.1 seconds)
3.2 Exponential Distribution Pause Time
We desire to find what happens if we change the pause time to exponential distribution after
testing the fixed communication time as showed in section 3.1. To compute the mean for
exponential distribution by using the probability density function(PDF) written as (3.7) and
the mean of the equation is λ−1. To keep consistency from section 3.1 the, mean should be
equal to 0.1 and thus λ = 10.
We follow [10] to generate an experiential random variable. Let U be a uniform random
variable distributed between 0 and 1. Then it can be shown that the random variable below
is exponential with parameter λ = 10 :
X = − ln(U)
10
. (3.6)
In particular, the probability density function of X is
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f(x) =

λe−λx x ≥ 0
0 x < 0
(3.7)
Because the simulation is not transfer one file, for each user will transfer multiple files at
one time. Before discuss multiple users, first discuss the distribution if single user transfer
multiple files to another user. The sum of N exponential random variables is a Gamma
random variable, Γ(α, β), where β =
1
λ
. The λ is the parameter of exponential distribution
α and λ can be found due to β and the mean of the exponential distribution equation[3].
The mean of the exponential distribution equation is the theoretical time, and β is the 0.1
which helps us to find the gamma distribution Γ(M, 0.1) where M is the total amount of files
that will transfer to other users in (2.2). The possibility of density function(PDF) can be
expressed as (3.8) where Γ(α) =
∫∞
0
xα−1e−αdx.
fYi(x) =
βα
Γ(α)
xα−1e−βx (3.8)
Based on the (3.8) one can plot the figure 3.2. The legend in each graph is the amount of
file per each user (N) for the transfer. The number of users varies from 4 to 10. The left
figure 3.2a is the naive MapReduce and the right figure 3.2b is coded scheme for exponential
distribution. The legend on the figures are present due to each scheme how many files are
transfer from one user to another user. The x-axis stands for the time in seconds and y-axis
is the density corresponding the x-axis. As the figures to present that the coded scheme is
faster than the naive scheme.
After we find the PDF of the gamma distribution then we look for the cumulative distribution
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(a) Naive Transmission PDF Graph (b) Coded Transmission PDF Graph
Figure 3.2: The above two figures are the PDF for gamma distribution based on equation 3.8.
function (FYi(x)) that can write as (3.9) where γ(α, β) =
∫ x
0
tα−1e−αdt.
FYi(x) =
∫ x
−∞
fYi(x) =
∫ x
−∞
fYi(U)dU =
1
Γ(α)
γ(α, β) (3.9)
Due to (3.9) can plot the figure 3.3 the legend is the total amount of file during the transfer
from one user to another user. The x-axis stands for the time and y-axis is the sum of the
function from 0 to the current position’s height. From the graph found the slope for coded
transmission process are rising faster. Similarly, the left figure is naive scheme and right
figure is coded scheme.
Theoretical max pause time (EYmax) is different with theoretical average pause time unlike
the case with constant communication time per file. Let function of the distribution be
independent and identically distributed (iid) then the density of f(x) is given by (3.5), After
finding the CDF function of Yi, one can find the CDF FYmax for the maximum communication
time. The FYmax can be expressed as (3.10) where N present as number of users.
FYmax = FYi(x)
N = (
1
Γ(α)
γ(α, β))N (3.10)
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(a) Naive Transmission CDF Graph (b) Coded Transmission CDF Graph
Figure 3.3: The above two figures are the CDF for gamma distribution based on (3.9).
Then take the derivative for the (3.10) can generate a figure which showed in figure ??.
The coded scheme is faster than the naive scheme from the figure. The legend represents
the number of users, M . X-axis is the time as seconds, y-axis
(a) Max function for the naive scheme (b) Max function for the coded scheme
Figure 3.4: The above two figures are the probability density of the maximum variable among
M gamma random variables based on 3.10.
Thus the expectation of the max transfer time calculate by take the gradient by (3.10) and
times x, and integrate from 0 to ∞.
EYmax(x) =
∫ ∞
−∞
xfYmaxdx =
∫ ∞
−∞
x
dFYi(x)
N
dx
dx =
∫ ∞
−∞
xNfyi(x)FYi(x)
N−1 (3.11)
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The EYmax can be found in the fourth row at both table which are table 3.3 and table 3.4.
The plot showed in the figure 3.5b.
After calculate the EYmax it is time to compare between the EYi vs. EYmax , from the section 3.1
knowing that the EYi for any of the distribution same as the EYmax at fixed pause time
condition. Thus, comparing the figure as shown figure 3.5. The legend represent the scheme
of chosen, x-axis represent the amount of users and y-axis is the time to spent in second.
(a) fixed time for EYmax (b) EYmax for Exponential pause time
Figure 3.5: EYmax comparison between exponential pause time and fixed time
The total amount of file delivery to others for naive scheme is N = (n− 1)(n− 2) and coded
scheme is N =
(n− 1)(n− 2)
2
. Expecting to see the factor of 2 since in coded scheme we
transfer a file to two different users.
To find the difference between theory and real environment thus two tables created as ta-
ble 3.3 and table 3.4. The first row of the table which lead by #users means N servers(users)
are handling the problem of MapReduce. The second row #files/user stands for how many
files that each user will transfer to other users. The row of EYi stands for the theoretical
value of the communication cost via the total amount of file will do the transfer work for
each user. The row for EYmax is based (3.5) to find the maximum of communication cost
for different amount of users. Next row is for every user when dealing with file transfer how
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would take for N users. the last row is for the server which did longest time. For the coded
scheme has two more lines with named of decoding which means measured time not only
with encoding(file transfer), also with decoding process which we assume took zero times.
We choose the number of users to be from 4 to 10. For a given number of users, the experi-
ment is done for 350 times, and the measured result is averaged over these times. The table
can be plot in the figure 3.6
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 6 12 20 30 42 56 72
EYi 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
EYmax 0.87 1.63 2.6 3.78 5.17 6.76 8.56
Measured avg. time/user 0.58 1.22 1.99 3.06 4.3 5.75 7.35
Measured avg. overall time 0.95 1.81 2.83 4.2 5.63 7.45 9.32
Table 3.3: Naive Scheme exponential distribution condition for MapReduce
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 3 6 10 15 21 28 36
EYi 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
EYmax 0.49 0.91 1.43 2.06 2.79 3.63 4.58
Measured avg. time/user 0.35 0.647 1.06 1.62 2.32 3.09 4
Measured avg. time/user with decoding 0.35 0.64 1.06 1.61 2.31 3.09 4
Measured avg. overall time 0.51 0.95 1.49 2.18 3.01 3.92 5.01
Measured avg. overall time with decoding 0.53 0.99 1.57 2.31 3.19 4.22 5.4
Table 3.4: Coded Scheme exponential distribution condition for MapReduce
The measured time is longer than the expectation time(EYmax) from table 3.3 and table 3.4
because the computer has unknown need to process. Such an email notification, RAM cache,
etc. All those factors caused the measured time is longer than the expectation. If checking
the detail the threshold is not too large to affect the result. The expectation ratio for the
coded scheme and naive scheme is 2, but the cache reasons and distribution has longer
waiting time for the file transfer made the factor to 1.47.
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(a) Measured avg. time/user (b) Measured avg. overall time
Figure 3.6: Exponential time comparsion between each user and overall
3.3 Uniform Distribution Pause Time
The experience for exponential distribution in section 3.2 helped to develop a uniform distri-
bution function as delivery time(pause time). To get a mean value of 0.1, we set the uniform
distribution to be in the interval 0 to 0.2. Since many files will transmit from one user to
other users. The communication time of each user will be no longer as uniform distribution,
but the sum of N uniform random variable, which will become Irwin–Hall distribution[9].
fYi(x) =
1
(n− 1)!
bxc∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
(x− k)n−1 (3.12)
Checking the convolution for uniform distribution and generate image showed in figure 3.7
where the x-axis stands for the amount of time cost during the file transmission, y-axis stands
for the total amount of file size can be transfer by the channel. Also the probability density
function(PDF) can be written as (3.12) where n is the amount of uniform distribution, x
in the range of [0, 1, 2, · · · , n]. The plot for irwin-hall distribution showed in the figure 3.7
where the left figure is naive scheme and right is coded scheme. Numbers in the right top are
the total amount of file for each user will transfer to other user. The number also indicate
to the total amount of users (M) from top to bottom matched from the list [4, 5, 6, · · · , 10].
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(a) Naive Transmission PDF Graph (b) Coded Transmission PDF Graph
Figure 3.7: The above two figures are the PDF after convoluted multiple uniform distribu-
tions based on the (3.13)
The cumulative density function(CDF) can be derived as (3.13) after we did the integration
of the PDF function.
FYi(x) =
1
n!
bxc∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
n
k
)
(x− k)n (3.13)
The mean value of the Irwin-hall distribution is
n
2
. After knowing (3.12), continue to plot
the CDF function and generate a figure 3.8 where the x-axis stands for the amount of time
cost during the file transmission, y-axis stands for the total amount of file size can be transfer
by the channel. Keep all the variable same which checks the amount of files transmitted. As
we can discovery that both figure 3.8a(left) and figure 3.8b(right) showed while increase the
total amount of file transmitted(the legend) the longer time needed.
To find the max of the CDF of the max Ymax take the power of the CDF function where
the power is the total amount of file, showed as the legend in figure 3.9, being transfer to
other user. The figure 3.9a is for the naive scheme and the x axis is the total amount of
time spent for the scheme. The figure 3.9b is coded scheme for the max value for different
amount of user working on the same project. Comparing the figure 3.8 and figure 3.9 can
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(a) Naive Transmission CDF Graph (b) Coded Transmission CDF Graph
Figure 3.8: The above two figures are the CDF for Irwin-hall distribution based on (3.13)
see the slope is getting sharp. After this step, since the original CDF function is F (x) =
x
0.2
for the range x between 0 and 0.2, the function turn out to be (3.14). Plotting the max of
the CDF showed in the figure 3.9.
FYmax = FYi(x)
N = (
x
0.2
)N (3.14)
The figure 3.9a(left) is the naive scheme condition and the figure 3.9b(right) is the coded
scheme condition. Comparing both figure can find the coded scheme rising it’s slope faster
than the naive scheme, but the error got increased many times. Thus the final answer for
the average expectation will be not accurate as we expect.
To find the changes due to the figure 3.9 take the derivative of the max function can see
more detail of the changes of the function. Due to previous steps the derivation function can
be expressed as (3.15) where N is the total amount of the users and x is the range of the
function which interval is (0,∞).
fymax(x) =
d(FYmax)
dx
= nfYi(x)FYi(x)
N−1 =
1
(0.2)N
nxN−1 (3.15)
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(a) Naive Max Transmission CDF Graph (b) Coded Max Transmission CDF Graph
Figure 3.9: The above two figures are the max of CDF after change the power based on N.
If check the information that provide from figure 3.10 can find the peak value is closer and
bit larger than the expected value. The detail information showed in the figure 3.10 by the
(3.15). Can find the peak and interval for the new distribution by look at the figures. The
x axis stands for the how long the file needed for transmitted for amount of users where
users are in the range from 4 to 10. The figure 3.10a(left) is naive scheme’s condition the
figure 3.10b. The legend stands for the total amount of file for the transfer. The x-axis
stands for the time for the file transmission, the y-axis stands for the peak value when it is
increased the fastest time.
After finding (3.15) of the max function is to prove the peak is the mean or not. Drawing
the figures for the new CDF based on the derivation. we can receive the image below which
in the figure 3.11. The function to find the expected value is in (3.16) where the x is in the
range of (−∞,∞)
EYmax(x). =
∫
xfymax(x)dx =
∫
x
1
(0.2)N
nxN−1dx (3.16)
The result of the figure showed that the mean is at the peak. The result of the max mean
value showed in the both table which are table 3.5 and table 3.6. The legend stands for the
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(a) Naive Max Transmission derivation
Graph
(b) Coded Max Transmission derivation
Graph
Figure 3.10: Two figures above are the derivation of the max function for both naive and
coded scheme.
total amount of file for the transfer. The y-axis is the EYmax .
(a) Naive CDF Graph for multiple users (b) Coded CDF Graph for multiple users
Figure 3.11: The above two figures are the derivation of the max function. The numbers in
the legend are the amount of files transmitted during the shuﬄing steps. The figure 3.9a is
the naive condition and the figure 3.9b is the coded condition.
After calculate the EYmax it is time to compare between the EYi vs. EYmax , from the section 3.1
knowing that the EYi for any of the distribution same as the EYmax at fixed pause time
condition. Thus, comparing the figure as shown figure 3.12. After calculate the theoretical
max value of the uniform equation, and known theoretical pause time with all the measured
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(a) fixed time for EYmax (b) EYmax for Uniform pause time
Figure 3.12: EYmax comparison between exponential pause time and fixed time
value can create two table for naive scheme and coded scheme showed in table 3.5 and
table 3.6. The first row of the table which lead by #users means N servers(users) are
handling the problem of MapReduce. The second row #files/user stands for how many files
that each user will transfer to other users. The row of EYi stands for the theoretical value
of the communication cost via the total amount of file will do the transfer work for each
user. The row for EYmax is based (3.5) to find the maximum of communication cost for
different amount of users. Next row is for every user when dealing with file transfer how
would take for N users. the last row is for the server which did longest time. For the coded
scheme has two more lines with named of decoding which means measured time not only with
encoding(file transfer), also with decoding process which we assume took zero times. We
choose the number of users to be from 4 to 10. For a given number of users, the experiment
is done for 350 times, and the measured result is averaged over these times. Then comparing
the measured time/user and measured time for overall time and plot in the figure 3.13. As
figures showed that the measured overall time is bit longer than the time/user because the
system has some overhead cause some node will run faster some will run slower. The overall
time is based on the longest time that spent for the program, but time/user is take the
average for all the users process time. The final ratio for the communication cost is 1.98
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between naive scheme and coded scheme.
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 6 12 20 30 42 56 72
EYi 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
EYmax 0.7 1.39 2.28 3.36 4.68 6.17 7.88
Measured avg. time/user 0.63 1.21 2.01 3.03 4.28 5.71 7.34
Measured avg. overall time 0.83 1.55 2.46 3.62 5 6.68 8.4
Table 3.5: Naive Scheme uniform distribution condition for MapReduce
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 3 6 10 15 21 28 36
EYi 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
EYmax 0.38 0.74 1.21 1.76 2.43 3.2 4.08
Measured avg. time/user 0.32 0.65 1.07 1.62 2.31 3.05 3.98
Measured avg. time/user with decoding 0.32 0.65 1.07 1.62 2.31 3.05 3.98
Measured avg. overall time 0.43 0.82 1.31 1.95 2.7 3.51 4.53
Measured avg. overall time with decoding 0.44 0.86 1.38 2.09 2.91 3.8 4.92
Table 3.6: Coded Scheme uniform distribution condition for MapReduce
(a) Measured avg. time/user (b) Measured avg. overall time
Figure 3.13: Measured Uniform Pause time between time/user and overall time
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3.4 Practical Exponential Distribution
For exponential distribution it may have a chance to transfer the file taking 0 seconds, but
real world the communication cost never equal to zero and always has time to count down.
Due to section 3.1 state that the mean value for the communication for each file is 0.1
seconds. Thus we assume the communication time per file is the fixed constant 0.05 plus
an exponential distribution function from section 3.2 with expectation 0.05. By using the
equation to calculate the λ,
1
λ
= 0.05 so λ = 20. The gamma distribution changed due
to lambda changed, the new gamma distribution can be written as Γ(mean × 0.05, 0.05).
The total communication cost for practical exponential distribution changed to Xj × 0.05
(seconds)+ EYmax where EYmax is showed in (3.11). Then plot the PDF function of the
distribution as shown in the figure 3.14 where the legend stands for the total amount of the
file for the transfer. The x-axis is the time need for the communication as unit of second.
(a) Uniform piratical naive Graph(fYi) (b) Uniform piratical coded Graph(fYi)
Figure 3.14: The above two figures are the PDF for practical condition and the graph only
present for fYi .
Then plot the CDF based on the PDF function from figure 3.14 and generate figure 3.15
where the legend is the total amount of file during transfer. The x-axis is the communication
cost corresponding to the legend as unit of second.
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(a) Uniform piratical naive Graph(fYi) (b) Uniform piratical coded Graph(fYi)
Figure 3.15: The above two figures are the CDF for practical condition and the graph only
present for FYi .
The maximum function can be calculated by taking the power regarding the total amount
of users(N) by using (3.5). For the figure 3.16 is to find the FYmax . The legend is the total
amount of file for each server to the transfer(M) the x-axis is the time in seconds for the
function to reach the summation of the y-axis.
(a) Uniform piratical naive Graph(FYmax) (b) Uniform piratical coded Graph(FYmax)
Figure 3.16: The above two figures are the Max funtion for practical condition and the graph
only present for FYmax .
After calculate the EYmax it is time to compare between the EYi vs. EYmax , from the section 3.1
knowing that the EYi for any of the distribution same as the EYmax at fixed pause time
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condition. Thus, comparing the figure as shown figure 3.17. The legend represent as the
scheme to use and the x-axis is the total amount of users, the y-axis is the how long it will
take for all the server showed in the right figure 3.17b. Checking the figure 3.17, the plot
(a) fixed time for EYmax
(b) EYmax for practical exponential pause
time
Figure 3.17: EYmax comparison between practical exponential pause time and fixed time
showed that the Naive scheme will spent nearly 1 seconds more than ideal result. Taking the
experiment to see the naive scheme and coded scheme. Showing the table 3.7 and table 3.8
below are the theoretical and experimental result. The first row of the table which lead by
#users means N servers(users) are handling the problem of MapReduce. The second row
#files/user stands for how many files that each user will transfer to other users. The row
of EYi stands for the theoretical value of the communication cost via the total amount of
file will do the transfer work for each user. The row for EYmax is based (3.5) to find the
maximum of communication cost for different amount of users. Next row is for every user
when dealing with file transfer how would take for N users. the last row is for the server
which did longest time. For the coded scheme has two more lines with named of decoding
which means measured time not only with encoding(file transfer), also with decoding process
which we assume took zero times. We choose the number of users to be from 4 to 10. For
a given number of users, the experiment is done for 350 times, and the measured result is
averaged over these times. Based on the result, can generate a new comparison between
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measured avg. time/user and overall time and showed in the figure 3.18. The overall time is
longer than the measure time/user as expected like 1 seconds longer when total amount of
user is 10. The expectation of the ratio by the assumption is 2, after the experiment created
two tables: table 3.8 and table 3.7. The final ratio of the practical exponential distribution
between coded scheme and naive scheme is 1.877.
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 6 12 20 30 42 56 72
EYi 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
EYmax 0.73 1.41 2.98 3.39 4.68 6.18 7.88
Measured avg. time/user 0.62 1.23 2.01 3.07 4.29 5.73 7.38
Measured avg. overall time 0.83 1.56 2.42 3.62 4.98 6.55 8.37
Table 3.7: Naive Scheme practical exponential distribution condition for MapReduce
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 3 6 10 15 21 28 36
EYi 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
EYmax 0.395 0.75 1.22 1.78 2.45 3.22 4.09
Measured avg. time/user 0.32 0.63 1.07 1.61 2.27 3.09 3.93
Measured avg. time/user with decoding 0.32 0.64 1.075 1.61 2.27 3.09 3.93
Measured avg. overall time 0.42 0.79 1.29 1.9 2.62 3.52 4.43
Measured avg. overall time with decoding 0.43 0.84 1.37 2.03 2.82 3.81 4.85
Table 3.8: Coded Scheme practical exponential distribution condition for MapReduce
In the end, the figure 3.18 is the comparison for measured time of single user and overall
time between the coded scheme and naive scheme. The legend means the scheme, the x-axis
stands for the number of users(N), and y-axis stands for the time that spend during each
communication steps.
3.5 Practical Uniform Distribution
Similar to section 3.4, here want to simulate real condition under the uniform distribution
where some fixed overhead time occur during the transmission of every file. The pause
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(a) Measured avg. time/user (b) Measured avg. overall time
Figure 3.18: EYmax comparison between practical exponential pause time and fixed time
function for practical uniform distribution is Xj× 0.05 +EYmax(x) where EYmax from (3.16).
The PDF showed in the figure 3.19 where the legend is the size of total amount files for
each user will transfer to others, the x-axis is the time spent corresponding to the amount
of users.
(a) Uniform piratical naive Graph(fYi) (b) Uniform piratical coded Graph(fYi)
Figure 3.19: The above two figures are the PDF for practical condition and the graph only
present for fYi .
After plot PDF then draw the CDF which showed in the figure 3.20b where the legend also
is the size of total amount of file transfer from one server to other servers. The x-axis is the
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time that spent for the transfer.
(a) Uniform piratical naive Graph(fYi) (b) Uniform piratical coded Graph(fYi)
Figure 3.20: The above two figures are the CDF for practical condition and the graph only
present for FYi .
(a) Uniform piratical naive Graph(FYmax) (b) Uniform piratical coded Graph(FYmax)
Figure 3.21: The above two figures are the Max funtion for practical condition and the graph
only present for FYmax .
After find the maximum power of the function take the derivative find the figure 3.22. The
figure 3.22a(left) is the naive scheme and the figure 3.22b(right) is the coded condition.
Legend is the total amount of file for the transfer. x-axis is the communication cost. y-axis
is to find the peak value to match with time to find when the plot increased the fastest. The
EYmax can be find after find the derivative function. The figure plot in the figure 3.23. The
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(a) Uniform piratical naive derivation graph (b) Uniform piratical coded derivation graph
Figure 3.22: Two figures above are the derivation of the max function for both naive and
coded scheme.
figure 3.23a(left) is the naive scheme, and the figure 3.23b(right) is the coded scheme. The
legend is the total amount of file per each user will transferred the file. and y-axis is the
value of EYmax . After calculate the EYmax it is time to compare between the EYi vs. EYmax ,
(a) Naive CDF Graph for multiple users (b) Coded CDF Graph for multiple users
Figure 3.23: The above two figures are the derivation of the max function. The numbers in
the legend are the amount of files transmitted during the shuﬄing steps. The figure 3.9a is
the naive condition and the figure 3.9b is the coded condition.
from the section 3.1 knowing that the EYi for any of the distribution same as the EYmax at
fixed pause time condition. Thus, comparing the figure as shown figure 3.24.
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(a) fixed time for EYmax (b) EYmax for practical uniform pause time
Figure 3.24: EYmax comparison between practical uniform pause time and fixed time
Taking the experiment and written in the table below as shown as table 3.9 and table 3.10.
Based on the table can plot as figure 3.25 to check if the realistic matched with our calcula-
tion. Based on the graph can see it matched with the original design of the data.
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 6 12 20 30 42 56 72
EYi 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
EYmax 0.97 1.3 2.14 3.17 4.4 5.83 7.46
Measured avg. time/user 0.61 1.22 2.26 3.06 4.27 5.72 7.34
Measured avg. overall time 0.72 1.38 2.26 3.36 4.64 6.18 7.89
Table 3.9: Naive Scheme practical uniform distribution condition for MapReduce
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 3 6 10 15 21 28 36
EYi 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
EYmax 0.35 0.67 1.1 1.62 2.24 2.96 3.78
Measured avg. time/user 0.32 0.64 1.07 1.61 2.27 3.05 4.04
Measured avg. time/user with decoding 0.32 0.64 1.07 1.61 2.27 3.05 4.04
Measured avg. overall time 0.38 0.73 1.19 1.77 2.46 3.3 4.33
Measured avg. overall time with decoding 0.39 0.76 1.27 1.9 2.67 3.61 4.88
Table 3.10: Coded Scheme practical uniform distribution condition for MapReduce
The figure 3.25 is the comparison between the measured time for single user and for overall
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time. The legend is the scheme choice, x axis is the total amount of servers, y-axis is the
time(s) to spend.
(a) Measured avg. time/user (b) Measured avg. overall time
Figure 3.25: EYmax comparison between practical uniform pause time and fixed time
3.6 Discussion
Comparing all the coded table can found the cost for decoding took no time, but max time
decoding took longer time because each server start time are different which means the max
time with decoding will look like a slight longer than max time. First want to check the
EYmax for all the condition for naive scheme and coded scheme showed in figure 3.26. By
looking at the graph knowing that both naive scheme and coded scheme the exponential
distribution cost the most time. The practical uniform distribution is the one most close to
the fixed time. The legend stands for the communication parameter, the x-axis stands for
the number of users, y-axis stands for the communication cost.
Knowing the theoretical value is not enough, therefore check the measured average time per
user is very important. So plot in figure 3.27. The naive scheme for every single user cannot
find the difference, but naive scheme overall running time satisfy the ideal model, EYmax .
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(a) Naive Graph(EYmax) (b) Coded Graph(EYmax)
Figure 3.26: The two images are for naive scheme and coded scheme EYmax .
The legend stands for the communication parameter, the x-axis stands for the number of
users, y-axis stands for the communication cost.
(a) Naive scheme measured avg. time/user (b) Naive scheme measured avg. overall time
Figure 3.27: Naive scheme measured time.
After plot the naive scheme why not to check the coded scheme. Thus, plot the graph as
shown in the figure 3.28. Similar as naive scheme. The coded scheme showed all the curves
are about same and this is to prove the coded scheme are more stable than the naive scheme
during the file transmission steps. The legend stands for the communication parameter, the
x-axis stands for the number of users, y-axis stands for the communication cost.
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Last, check the overall time if the coded scheme also satisfy as the previous result from
(a) Coded scheme measured avg. time/user
(b) Coded scheme measured avg. time/user
with decoding
Figure 3.28: Coded scheme measured avg. time/user.
figure 3.28. This means after multiple user doing the file transfer. The function from
exponential distribution and uniform distribution to gamma distribution and Irwin-hall dis-
tribution. Also meet the expectation as we want. The legend stands for the communication
parameter, the x-axis stands for the number of users, y-axis stands for the communication
cost.
(a) Coded scheme measured avg. overall
time
(b) Coded scheme measured avg. overall
time with decoding
Figure 3.29: Coded scheme measured avg. overall time
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Chapter 4
Reverse Index Coding
Searching engines such as Google, Bing, Yahoo are important tools for daily life. Users
are expected to find results as fast as possible. For example, when typing University of
California, Irvine(UC Irvine) in the search bar, one would expect to find all the information
by searching. The database is unbelievably large so that users can find all the resources
they need. Users expect the search is fast enough to demonstrate the result to save their
time. Users need the search engine companies to build their searching program fast enough
with a large database to provide convenience to users. The MapReduce, created by Google’s
engineer Jeff Dean and Sanjay Ghemawat, creates a programming model for fast search [2].
Coded MapReduce saves the communication cost based on the data communication[8]. The
reverse index is one of the key steps of search engines, whose goal is to help users find all
the webpages that refer to a given webpage. In fact, reverse indexing can be conviniently
implemented using MapReduce [2].
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4.1 Algorithm Overview
The reverse index coding framework is designed to find the most important website that is
among the UC Irvine webpages ending with ”.uci.edu”. The reverse index coding has three
simple steps conceptually: get all the data, analyze the data and then output the data. The
steps matched with crawler, map, and reduce
4.2 Crawler
Firstly, we gather all the subdomains under ”uci.edu” which is the domain of the University
of California, Irvine, to do this, we use an open source Python tool called Sublist3r. We
end up crawling 1155 sub-domains and they are saved as a list in the Master Server, we also
build up a link-to-number hash table that maps each link to a unique number[12]. so that
we only need to operate numbers in the later stages.
By using the Requests and lxml libraries in Python, we are able to fetch the HTML code of
each web page and extract all the URL links, also called target links, referred in that page.
For each link, after fetching all the links it refers to, a file named after this link’s mapped
number is created and all the mapped numbers of those referred links are written to that
file. Through this process, some links out of UCI’s domain can also be found. For those ones
we still add them to our link-to-number hash table.
Finally, after an iteration of crawling, 1155 files are created, each of them represents a source
link and its content indicates the target links.
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4.3 Mapping for Reverse Index Coding
After clawer collects all the web links, store them into a file. Name all the links by numbers(x¯)
first used hash table[12] to find all the keys and values for the source and target website and
then use designed ideas which will introduce in the section 4.1 to convert all the links to the
file format such as α β x¯. Fill out the file by the sources link(x¯) and this is the target link.
Assume 1155 files exists in the folder with 4 active servers. Due to MapReduce example
from chapter 2. Known that there will be 12 chapters which can be calculate as N× (N−1)
where N is the amount of servers. Thus, 1155 cannot be the multiplier for 12 for four servers.
Rounding up the total amount of value to make it become multiplier. Thus, we are going to
have 1160 files which named from 1 to 1160.
The mapping for Reverse Index Coding is similar to MapReduce question as showed in
Section 2.2.2. Here all the file after index to pair named as α β S. As mentioned in the
section 4.4 the file located at both location α and location β which controlled by user α and
user β. After storing all the file from master to different locations. The map task end.
4.4 Conversion between Pair and Index
After collect the data by clawer steps from section 4.2 it is time to dealing the file naming.
Hash table linked all 1155 website address(S) to a dictionary. Because want to continue
using the model for MapReduce[6]. From section 2.2.1 knowing that the file name is based
on the amount of users. Set N users are trying to request from the server. The filename want
to generate as Filename A=α β S where the file located at folder α,A(map1), and folder
β,A(map2). The range of α is [1, 2, 3, · · ·N ], so does β. To meet requirement of filename
from S to Filename A first need follow the steps that will introduced in section 4.4.1. After
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all the work finished then use section 4.4.2 to complete the work.
4.4.1 Index to Pair
To continue for the idea of mapreduce. An algorithm has been implemented named as
index2pair. The table 4.1 is a demonstrate the index2pair when only has four servers. α
and β stands for the server shared for these data. The calculation of α is shown in the
equation 4.1. In the case of the example the value of α is the separate the 12 values to 4
different parts. Second server that shared the file with alpha denoted as β which shown in
the equation 4.2 where t=index mod(N-1).
α = b index
N − 1c (4.1)
β =

t t < α
t+ 1 t ≥ α
(4.2)
4.4.2 Pair to Index
Similar to the section 4.4.1, here we want to covert the pair back to index value. Knowing
α and β. Thus, we can calculate the index value. Based on the equation 4.2 we can easier
find the value of t as shown in the equation 4.3. Then the recover of the value for index(i)
is i=α(N − 1) + t
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Pair Value Index Value α β t
01 1 0 1 0
02 2 0 2 1
03 3 0 3 2
10 4 1 0 0
12 5 1 2 1
13 6 1 3 2
20 7 2 0 0
21 8 2 1 1
23 9 2 3 2
30 10 3 0 0
31 11 3 1 1
32 12 3 2 2
Table 4.1: The table for index2pair
t =

β β < α
β − 1 β > α
(4.3)
4.5 Encoding for Reverse Index Coding
The encoding for reverse index coding has three steps which are Filename Changing(section 4.5.1),
Transfer File to Binary file(section 4.5.2), and File Transfer(section 4.5.3). From table 3.1 to
table 3.10 knowing that there are two important factors which are measured average time per
user, and measured overall time. The measured overall time is include both section which
are section 4.5 and section 4.6. The measured time from this part called as the measured
average time per user.
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4.5.1 Filename Changing
The filename should follow as the file name in MapReduce from section 2.2.1 where filename
A=α β γ θ for all the file located at folder α,A(map1), and folder β,A(map2). The range
of α is [1, 2, 3, · · ·N ], so does β. γ represent for the copy of the file A(copy), so the range of
γ is [1, 2]. θ in the filename stands for which folder expects to receive the file from folder α
and folder β denoted as A(reduce). Thus θ has the same range as α and β.
The content of each file A has source and target link which converted as numbered system
by using a hash table. Different user would have different value of alpha or β. If the user
at locationα means all the β are different for different files. To calculate gamma first count
for each file A=α β S has how many target for same beta value, the target index called as
Ω where Ω in the range of [1, 2, 3, 4, · · · , 1155]. The γ value can be calculated based on the
equation 4.4. The Θ value can be calculated as θ = Ω mod(N)
Ω =

1 Ω = odd
2 Ω = even
(4.4)
After the calculate both γ and θ can generate new file A, named as α β γ θ. The benefit for
doing such complicated work because in this way of calculate the θ value can guarantee the
file with same name in both locationα and locationβ.
4.5.2 Word to Binary
It is almost impossible to do ′XOR′ for words or numbers. Thus, keep the filename and
change the content from letter or number to the form of binary. The length of each character
as 7. After changing the content of files can save time combine files and save the size of the
files. The ideal model is all the file size is same so do not care about file size affects the
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communication cost. In real life, if a file is large enough the communication time is longer
than the file size which is only few bits.
4.5.3 File Communication
After the file become the one we expected then can use the same method from section 2.2.4.
Because the reverse index coding based on the MapReduce scheme[2]. The benefit of reverse
index coding is using the MapReduce scheme to transfer the file and make it faster.
Naive Scheme
The Naive Scheme is same as MapReduce for each file transfer from one user to another user
cost 0.1 seconds. The way of transferring the file by checking the value of θ and transfer the
file to the location θ. The design idea is 0.1 seconds per each file, but for reverse index coding
has previous steps such word to binary, and filename changing. Thus for each of the file will
run a little bit longer time as expected. For naive scheme will transfer total (N-1)(N-2) files
to others. For each of the design has threshold off from 0.1 a little, but overall will be a lot
more.
Coded Scheme
The Coded Scheme also is same as MapReduce, If file A located at user α will look for
partners of β and θ. After finding the β and θ, can direct to know which can be transferred.
Then create a new file C named as α β γ θ α θ γ β and transfers the file to both locations
at β and θ. The coded scheme will transfer the total amount of file is
(N − 1)(N − 2)
2
compared with naive scheme is relatively closer to the design idea since coded scheme has
less threshold than the naive scheme.
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4.6 Decoding for Reverse Index Coding
The decoding process for the reverse index coding separates by two steps: decoding and
sorting. The decoding process same as MapReduce problem as mentioned in the section 2.2.5.
The main goal for the decoding process is to find the each servers’ desired file. The sorting
is to find the top links that website trying to promote
4.6.1 Decoding for Reverse Index Coding
The naive scheme uses brute force to transfer files, regardless of the decoding process. The
coded scheme needs the decoding process because the coded scheme does not use brute force
method to transfer files. In this process, user β and user θ receive file C from userα. As
mentioned in section 4.5.3 file C is located at both locations. So for file A located at userβ
also has a copy located at userα. Luckily, the user β wants the last bit is β. After receiving
file C, user β can decode file C by using file A to get file B through the ′XOR′ method.
4.6.2 Sorting for Reverse Index Coding
The sorting procedure has two steps. First, each server finds the top 10 ranking under
their own location. Then servers send the file to the master server. After the master server
received the file analyze the result to find the top overall ranking for the clawed website.
4.7 Algorithm for Reverse Index Coding
Here, we separate the algorithm into two parts which wrote in the figure 4.1 is the algorithm
code for the master node. The main contribution for the master node is to collect all the data
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from the website by using clawer from section 4.2, send the file to the new location where
introduce from section 4.3, generate a file name by using pair to index from section 4.4.1,
and generate a filename that can be used for each local machine to use for their encoding
and decoding process. The program came to it is the most exciting part after master did
Figure 4.1: based on what the master sever does written the pseudo code
all the pre-process the algorithm showed in figure 4.2. For each server change the file name,
after received file with the filename as α β S, by checking the target link. Because by doing
this, we can guarantee the file in a different location has the same content. The convert
the file from word to binary form which will be benefited from the ′XOR′ method. Similar
as MapReduce problem here transfers the file with controlling the file size by using ′XOR′
method. The reduction step is the decoding step which decodes the file to find the dream
files. As for fun, we have the function of sorting to find the most interest links from all the
websites we have clawed
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Figure 4.2: This is for all the servers work controlled by the multi-process
4.8 Result
The goal for the reverse index coding is to find the top links that UC Irvine webpages ending
with “.uci.edu” trying to promote as mentioned in the section 4.2. The table 4.2 in below is
the top links that UC Irvine current promoted by the search engine. The result showed in
the table 4.2.
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Ranks Website Address Mentioned Times
1 www.uci.edu 122
2 som.uci.edu 25
3 www.som.uci.edu 24
4 fa.uci.edu 18
5 ip.ce.uci.edu 7
6 oit.uci.edu 7
7 open.uci.edu 7
8 strategicplan.uci.edu 7
9 studentaffairs.uci.edu 7
10 studentlife.uci.edu 7
Table 4.2: Top Links that UC Irvine homepage to Promote
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Chapter 5
Communication Cost Analysis for
Reverse Index Coding
The reverse index coding also based on the local machine as the simulation for MapReduce.
In this simulation, the local communication time for each file take 0.1 second as ideal. The
simulation chosen fixed time, exponential distribution, uniform distribution and the practical
condition of exponential distribution and uniform distribution as the communication time
for each file. For communication cost separately by regular communication cost and the max
of the communication cost. Regular communication cost stands for the value after taking
the average of each server communication cost. Max communication cost stands for all the
server’s responding time. The simulation is running on a local machine and desired all the
server can run simultaneously, but cause of the delay not all the servers can open at one time
and each server run time is about same. During the simulation total amount of user is i and
for each of file transfer cost j time. To complete the experiment five variables are in the list
of consideration to complete the experiment which are single file transfer time(Xij), total
file transfer time for single user(Yi), overall transition time(Ymax), expectation of file transfer
time for each user(EYi), and expectation of file transfer time for all the users(EYmax). The
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relation between Yi and Xi showed in the equation 3.2. The meaning of the Yi is for each file
from a user cost Yi time as seconds. Unlike MapReduce problem, the reverse index coding
simulation has a threshold for file rename during encoding process. It is hard to find the
threshold value then the EYmax used the previous result from equation 3.5.
5.1 Fixed Pause time
For the fixed pause time, can set the transfer cost at 0.1 second per file. For table 5.1 and
table 5.2 are the result of the naive scheme and coded scheme for MapReduce problem. The
first row of the table which lead by #users means N servers(users) are handling the problem
of MapReduce. The second row #files/user stands for how many files that each user will
transfer to other users. The row of EYi stands for the theoretical value of the communication
cost via the total amount of file will do the transfer work for each user. The row for EYmax is
based (3.5) to find the maximum of communication cost for different amount of users. Next
row is for every user when dealing with file transfer how would take for N users. the last
row is for the server which did longest time. For the coded scheme has two more lines with
named of decoding which means measured time not only with encoding(file transfer), also
with decoding process which we assume took zero times. We choose the number of users to
be from 4 to 10. For a given number of users, the experiment is done for 350 times, and the
measured result is averaged over these times. The table can be plot in the figure 5.1.
By viewing the table, we can find the theoretical communication cost for naive is twice as
coded scheme. The EYi = EYmax when the pause time is fixed. After measured the actual
condition the coded scheme is twice as naive scheme as well. Thus draw the plot as showed
below figure 5.1 where compared between the naive scheme and coded scheme. As we can
find the ratio for the communication between the naive scheme and the coded scheme is 1.43
when user=10.
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# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 6 12 20 30 42 56 72
EYi 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
EYmax 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
Measured avg. time/user 0.61 1.23 2.08 3.08 4.31 5.74 7.37
Measured avg. overall time 0.72 1.34 2.19 3.19 4.42 5.86 7.49
Table 5.1: Naive Scheme fix time for Reverse Index Coding
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 3 6 10 15 21 28 36
EYi 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
EYmax 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
Measured avg. time/user 0.58 0.96 1.5 2.14 2.96 3.9 5.02
Measured avg. time/user with decoding 0.66 1.07 1.65 2.34 3.24 4.37 5.51
Measured avg. overall time 0.89 1.27 1.81 2.46 3.3 4.24 5.39
Measured avg. overall time with decoding 1.07 1.49 2.08 2.77 3.69 4.73 5.99
Table 5.2: Coded Scheme fix time for Reverse Index Coding
(a) Measured avg. time/user (b) Measured avg. overall time
Figure 5.1: Fixed Pause time(0.1 seconds)
5.2 Exponential Distribution Pause Time
Recall section 3.2 compute the mean for exponential distribution by using the probability
density function(PDF) which written as eq 3.7 and the mean of the equation is λ−1. To
keep consistency from section 3.1 the, mean should be equal to 0.1 and λ = 10. Let U be a
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uniform random variable distributed between 0 and 1. The exponential distribution pause
function written in the program is X = −log(U(a, b))/λ by taking the advantage of uniform
distribution. For the pause function λ=10, uniform function provide the range for a and b
which is [0,1]. Hence, the function can be written as
X = − ln(U)
10
.
. Theoretical max pause time(EYmax) is different with theoretical pause time unlike the
fix time. The theoretical max for distribution can be various of the interval changes. Let
function of the distribution be independent and identically distributed(iid) then the density of
f(x) is given by the equation 3.5, To find the expectation value need to check the exponential
distribution function which can be written as equation ?? where N present number of users.
Because the simulation is not transfer one file, for each user will transfer multiple files at
one time. Before discuss multiple users, first discuss the distribution if single user transfer
multiple files to another user. The sum of N exponential random variables is a Gamma
random variable, Γ(α, β), where β =
1
λ
. The λ is the parameter of exponential distribution
α and λ can be found due to β and the mean of the exponential distribution equation[3].
The mean of the exponential distribution equation is the theoretical time, and β is the 0.1
which helps us to find the gamma distribution Γ(M, 0.1) where M is the total amount of
files that will transfer to other users in (2.2). The possibility of density function(PDF) can
be expressed as (3.8) where Γ(α) =
∫∞
0
xα−1e−αdx. Based on the equation 3.8 can generate
plot the figure 3.2 for the exponential PDF function. For the legend at in each graph is the
amount of file per each user(Xij) for the transfer. The left figure 3.2a is the naive condition
and the right figure 3.2b is coded scheme condition for exponential distribution. Use the
result from section 3.2 because is hard to find the threshold for the reverser index coding.
Thus, the plot for EYmax and showed in figure 3.5b
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Two table for the naive scheme(table 5.3) and the coded scheme(table 5.4) created based on
EYmax and other measured parameter. The first row of the table which lead by #users means
N servers(users) are handling the problem of MapReduce. The second row #files/user stands
for how many files that each user will transfer to other users. The row of EYi stands for the
theoretical value of the communication cost via the total amount of file will do the transfer
work for each user. The row for EYmax is based (3.5) to find the maximum of communication
cost for different amount of users. Next row is for every user when dealing with file transfer
how would take for N users. the last row is for the server which did longest time. For
the coded scheme has two more lines with named of decoding which means measured time
not only with encoding(file transfer), also with decoding process which we assume took zero
times. We choose the number of users to be from 4 to 10. For a given number of users, the
experiment is done for 350 times, and the measured result is averaged over these times. The
table can be plot in the figure 5.2.
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 6 12 20 30 42 56 72
EYi 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
EYmax 0.87 1.63 2.6 3.78 5.17 6.76 8.56
Measured avg. time/user 0.6 1.24 2.1 3.03 4.27 5.7 7.35
Measured avg. overall time 1.1 1.96 3.07 4.21 5.74 7.51 9.4
Table 5.3: Naive Scheme Exponential Distribution for Reverse Index Coding
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 3 6 10 15 21 28 36
EYi 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
EYmax 0.49 0.96 1.46 2.16 2.94 3.8 4.91
Measured avg. time/user 0.6 0.96 1.46 2.16 2.94 3.8 4.91
Measured avg. time/user with decoding 0.69 1.07 1.61 2.39 3.25 4.16 5.4
Measured avg. overall time 1.09 1.57 2.2 3.04 3.92 4.99 6.22
Measured avg. overall time with decoding 1.28 1.79 2.16 3.38 4.34 5.47 6.84
Table 5.4: Coded Scheme Exponential Distribution for Reverse Index Coding
The measured time is longer than the expectation time(EYmax) and the simulation for ex-
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(a) Measured avg. time/user
(b) Measured avg. overall time
Figure 5.2: Exponential comparison between each user and overall for Reverse Index Coding
ponential distribution by comparing figure 3.6a vs figure 5.2a and figure 3.6b vs figure 5.2b.
From table 5.3 and table 5.4 shown that the measured time result for reverse index coding is
longer than the result in MapReduce which are table 3.3 and table 3.4. The reason why take
longer because what mentioned in the section 4.5 which are file rename and transfer the file
to binary. The over time should be the threshold value during the exponential distribution
which is close to 0.034 second for each file. Also we can find the ratio for the communication
between the naive scheme and the coded scheme is 1.49 when user=10.
5.3 Uniform Distribution Pause Time
As mentioned in the section 3.3, The mean of the uniform distribution is 0.1, also af-
ter the many files transfer from one user to others the distribution turn to be Irwin-hall
distribution[9]. The PDF can be addressed in the equation 3.12 and CDF can be addressed
in the equation 3.13. The equation 3.15 is to find the max of the expectation time which
can be used to complete with the measured result. As mentioned in the section 5.2 the
actual measured time will have threshold compare with the max time. So the expectation
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of the measured time should be longer than EYmax . After running the simulation, two tables
generated which are table 5.5 and table 5.6 for the naive scheme and the coded scheme. The
first row of the table which lead by #users means N servers(users) are handling the problem
of MapReduce. The second row #files/user stands for how many files that each user will
transfer to other users. The row of EYi stands for the theoretical value of the communication
cost via the total amount of file will do the transfer work for each user. The row for EYmax is
based (3.5) to find the maximum of communication cost for different amount of users. Next
row is for every user when dealing with file transfer how would take for N users. the last
row is for the server which did longest time. For the coded scheme has two more lines with
named of decoding which means measured time not only with encoding(file transfer), also
with decoding process which we assume took zero times. We choose the number of users to
be from 4 to 10. For a given number of users, the experiment is done for 350 times, and the
measured result is averaged over these times. The table can be plot in the figure 5.2. We
(a) fixed time for EYmax (b) EYmax for Uniform pause time
Figure 5.3: EYmax comparison between Uniform Distribution pause time and fixed time
can compare between the EYi vs. EYmax after the EYmax calculated. From the section 3.1,
we know that the EYi for any of the distribution same as the EYmax at fixed pause time
condition. Thus, comparing the figure as shown figure 5.3.
The plot 5.4 for measuring time per user and measured time for overall time can be generated
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# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 6 12 20 30 42 56 72
EYi 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
EYmax 0.75 1.41 2.27 3.33 4.59 6.05 7.72
Measured avg. time/user 0.6 1.22 2.04 3.04 4.25 5.68 7.53
Measured avg. overall time 0.92 1.65 2.61 3.74 5.14 6.7 9.18
Table 5.5: Naive Scheme Uniform Distribution for Reverse Index Coding
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 3 6 10 15 21 28 36
EYi 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
EYmax 0.4 0.75 1.09 1.73 2.38 3.18 3.96
Measured avg. time/user 0.6 0.98 1.01 2.16 2.94 3.91 4.99
Measured avg. time/user with decoding 0.68 1.09 1.68 2.38 3.25 4.32 5.51
Measured avg. overall time 1.01 1.45 2.05 2.77 3.62 4.68 5.85
Measured avg. overall time with decoding 1.2 1.68 2.33 3.11 4.05 5.2 6.48
Table 5.6: Coded Scheme Uniform Distribution for Reverse Index Coding
(a) Measured avg. time/user (b) Measured avg. overall time
Figure 5.4: Measured Uniform Pause time between time/user and overall time
based on two tables which are table 5.5 and table 5.6 as the naive scheme and the coded
scheme. If we compared between two figures, the measured overall time for figure 5.4b is
longer than the measured time per user in figure 5.4a. The reason why the overall time is
longer is the nodes running time is different and overall time takes the longest time for the
nodes, but time per user is finding the average of running time between different nodes. As
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we can find the ratio for the communication between the naive scheme and the coded scheme
is 1.5 when user=10.
5.4 Practical Exponential Distribution Pause Time
As mentioned in the section 3.4, we know that the total communication cost is Xj ×
0.05(seconds)+ EYmax where EYmax is showed in equation 3.11. The experiment measured
for both the naive scheme and the coded scheme and showed in the table 3.7 and table 3.8
for the theoretical and experimental result. Two table for the naive scheme(table 5.3) and
the coded scheme(table 5.4) created based on EYmax and other measured parameter. The
first row of the table which lead by #users means N servers(users) are handling the problem
of MapReduce. The second row #files/user stands for how many files that each user will
transfer to other users. The row of EYi stands for the theoretical value of the communication
cost via the total amount of file will do the transfer work for each user. The row for EYmax is
based (3.5) to find the maximum of communication cost for different amount of users. Next
row is for every user when dealing with file transfer how would take for N users. the last
row is for the server which did longest time. For the coded scheme has two more lines with
named of decoding which means measured time not only with encoding(file transfer), also
with decoding process which we assume took zero times. We choose the number of users to
be from 4 to 10. For a given number of users, the experiment is done for 350 times, and the
measured result is averaged over these times. The table can be plot in the figure 5.5.
Based on the result, a new comparison between measured average time per user and overall
time and plot in the figure 5.5. The overall time is longer than the measured time/user
as expected near 1 second longer when the total amount of user is 10. Then plotting the
measured time for the naive scheme from table 5.7 and the coded scheme from table 5.8
showed in the figure 5.5. As we expected the measured overall time is longer than the
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# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 6 12 20 30 42 56 72
EYi 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
EYmax 0.73 1.41 2.3 3.39 4.68 6.18 7.88
Measured avg. time/user 0.63 1.22 2.04 3.05 4.31 5.76 7.41
Measured avg. overall time 3.92 1.63 2.58 3.7 5.09 6.68 8.46
Table 5.7: Naive Scheme Practical Exponential Distribution for Reverse Index Coding
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 3 6 10 15 21 28 36
EYi 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
EYmax 0.39 0.75 1.22 1.78 2.48 3.22 4.09
Measured avg. time/user 0.57 0.94 1.44 2.08 2.89 3.84 4.98
Measured avg. time/user with decoding 0.65 1.05 1.59 2.28 3.17 4.21 5.45
Measured avg. overall time 0.98 1.41 1.96 2.68 3.55 4.56 5.78
Measured avg. overall time with decoding 1.16 1.62 2.22 2.98 3.94 5.04 6.37
Table 5.8: Coded Scheme Practical Exponential Distribution for Reverse Index Coding
measured for average time for every users. As we can find the ratio for the communication
between the naive scheme and the coded scheme is 1.48 when user=10.
(a) Measured avg. time/user (b) Measured avg. overall time
Figure 5.5: Measured for avg. time/user and avg. overall time
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5.5 Practical Uniform Distribution Pause Time
Same as what we mentioned in section 3.5, the EYmax plot generated and make a simple
comparison, The legend is the scheme that choosing, the x-axis is the amount of users,
and the y-axis is the communication cost. As found that the plot are similar so we expect
the result should be same as the fixed time EYmax . All the value has been generated or
(a) fixed time for EYmax (b) EYmax for practical uniform pause time
Figure 5.6: EYmax comparison between practical uniform pause time and fixed time
measured, thus created two table below which are the naive scheme(table 5.9 )and the coded
scheme(table 5.10). The row for EYmax is based (3.5) to find the maximum of communication
cost for different amount of users. Next row is for every user when dealing with file transfer
how would take for N users. the last row is for the server which did longest time. For
the coded scheme has two more lines with named of decoding which means measured time
not only with encoding(file transfer), also with decoding process which we assume took zero
times. We choose the number of users to be from 4 to 10. For a given number of users,
the experiment is done for 350 times, and the measured result is averaged over these times.
The table can be plot in the figure 5.7 where the legend stands for the different scheme, the
x-axis is the total amount of user and y-axis is the time that for the communication cost.
As we can find the ratio for the communication between the naive scheme and the coded
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# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 6 12 20 30 42 56 72
EYi 0.6 1.2 2 3 4.2 5.6 7.2
EYmax 0.67 1.3 2.14 3.17 4.4 5.83 7.46
Measured avg. time/user 0.6 1.22 2.04 3.05 4.26 6.29 7.3
Measured avg. overall time 0.81 1.49 2.37 3.46 4.74 6.82 7.92
Table 5.9: Naive Scheme Practical Uniform Distribution for Reverse Index Coding
# users 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
# files/user (N) 3 6 10 15 21 28 36
EYi 0.3 0.6 1 1.5 2.1 2.8 3.6
EYmax 0.35 0.067 1.1 1.62 2.24 2.96 3.78
Measured avg. time/user 0.57 0.95 1.51 2.09 2.88 3.81 4.92
Measured avg. time/user with decoding 0.65 1.06 1.67 2.29 3.15 4.17 5.5
Measured avg. overall time 0.93 1.33 1.92 2.55 3.38 4.33 5.41
Measured avg. overall time with decoding 1.12 1.56 2.2 2.87 3.77 4.81 6.11
Table 5.10: Coded Scheme Practical Uniform Distribution for Reverse Index Coding
(a) Measured avg. time/user (b) Measured avg. overall time
Figure 5.7: Measured time between average time per user and overall time
scheme is 1.51 when user=10.
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5.6 Discussion Between Pause Time for Reverse Index
Coding
Quick summary the reverse index coding by compare all the coded table can find the cost
for decoding took longer time than MapReduce, but max time decoding took longer time
because each server start time is different which means the max time with decoding will look
like a slightly longer than the max time. First, want to check the EYmax for all the condition
for the naive scheme and the coded scheme showed in figure 3.26. By looking at the graph
knowing that both naive scheme and the coded scheme the exponential distribution cost the
most time. The practical uniform distribution is the one most close to the fixed time. The
legend are the communication parameters, x-axis is the total amount of users, and the y-axis
is the communication cost.
(a) Naive Graph(EYmax) (b) Coded Graph(EYmax)
Figure 5.8: The two images are for naive scheme and coded scheme EYmax .
Knowing the theoretical value is not enough, therefore check the measured average time per
user is very important. So plot in figure 5.9. The naive scheme for every single user cannot
find the difference, but naive scheme overall running time satisfy the ideal model, EYmax .
The legend are the communication parameters, x-axis is the total amount of users, and the
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y-axis is the communication cost.
(a) Naive scheme measured avg. time/user (b) Naive scheme measured avg. overall time
Figure 5.9: The.
After plot the naive scheme why not to check the coded scheme. Thus, plot the graph as
shown in the figure 3.28. Similar as naive scheme. The coded scheme showed all the curves
are about same and this is to prove the coded scheme are more stable than the naive scheme
during the file transmission steps. The legend are the communication parameters, x-axis is
the total amount of users, and the y-axis is the communication cost. Last, check the overall
(a) Coded scheme measured avg. time/user
(b) Coded scheme measured avg. time/user
with decoding
Figure 5.10: Coded scheme measured avg. time/user.
time if the coded scheme also satisfy as the previous result from figure 3.28. This means after
multiple user doing the file transfer. The function from exponential distribution and uniform
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distribution to gamma distribution and Irwin-hall distribution. Also meet the expectation
as we want. The legend are the communication parameters, x-axis is the total amount of
users, and the y-axis is the communication cost.
(a) Coded scheme measured avg. overall
time
(b) Coded scheme measured avg. overall
time with decoding
Figure 5.11: Coded scheme measured avg. overall time
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
In this thesis, we mainly studied the coding techniques for information storage regarding the
MapReduce problem. We have discussed MapReduce and coded MapReduce, and implement
the MapReduce programming model to a reverse index coding to find the most popular
websites for UC Irvine.
There are still a lot of open problems in storage. We only list a few possible directions as
examples. For the reverse index coding problem, we want to implement the program more
realistic and meet the real world by adjusting the communication time with transmitted file
size. For a large file, size should take longer time than what is the threshold for the file size.
If we success changes the communication time what happen for the communication cost for
the average time per user and what happens for the overall time? Should we expect to see the
measured average time per each server keep the same, but overall time increased. If so, what
about the ratio between the coded scheme and the naive scheme? The asynchronous reverse
index problem is another interesting problem besides of the communication time changes
with transmitted file size. The idea can be implemented based on another programming
model named Sandblaster L-BFGS[4]. In this case what happens for the communication
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cost. Will we save more time for the file transfer between different servers?
In the network communication problems, two questions listed are waiting to be solved. If
the map, unlike MapReduce, is not fully connected map how do we complete the task by
using the coded scheme? Next, EC2 is the most popular cloud machine from Amazon Web
Services(AWS)[11]. How do we finish all the task that previously stated can be finished and
what is the communication cost for the real system will look like? Does the result of EC2
will generate the same the result that I found in the local machine? List problems above
worth to continue discovery.
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